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Abstract. An elementary functional analytic argument is given showing

how inequalities of the form \\f(k)\f < A^ll/H""*!!/00!!*, where/is a real,

n-times differentiable function and ||-|| denotes the sup norm on (0, oo) (or

(-00,00)), yield corresponding inequalities, \Akx\" < ^¿M"- \A"x\ , for

generators of linear contraction semigroups (or groups) on arbitrary Banach

spaces with norm ||. Since Landau, Kolmogorov, Schoenberg and Cavaretta

have established the function inequalities with the best possible constants,

this argument gives the generator inequalities with the best possible constants

for general Banach spaces extending work of Kallman and Rota, Hille and

others. Questions concerning the best possible constants for specific Banach

spaces remain open.

1. Introduction. In 1913 Edmund Landau [11] established that if the real-

valued functions/and/" are bounded on [0, 00] then

(1) ll/'ll2 < 411/11 11/11

where ||-|| denotes the sup norm. He showed that the constant 4 is best

possible.

In 1967 R. Kallman and G.-C. Rota [9] proved what is now a well-known

generalization of the above: If A is the generator of a strongly continuous

linear contraction semigroup and x is in the domain of A  then

(2) \Ax\2 < 4|x||^2x|

where |-| denotes the norm in the Banach space on which the semigroup acts.

In this note we show that (2) may be obtained from (1) via elementary

functional analysis. More generally, if n is a positive integer, k = 1, ...,

n - 1, and one has constants Mnk such that

o) ii/wír < M^ii/ir*ii/(fl)ii*

for / a real-valued function on (0, co), then a functional analytic argument

yields
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(4) |yí*Jf|" < Mnk\x\n-k\Anx\k

for A the generator of a strongly continuous linear semigroup.

Since a 1970 paper by I. Schoenberg and A. Cavaretta [13] (see also [1] and

[12]) establishes (3) and gives the best possible constants Mnk, the theorems

here establish (4) with the same constants; these constants are the best possible

for (4) also since the semigroup of translations has differentiation as its

generator.

In 1939 Kolmogorov [10] obtained constants Cnk such that if/is a bounded

real-valued function on (-co, oo) with bounded ntb derivative then

(5) ii/(k)ir < c^n/ir*ii/«ii*

and he showed his constants Cnk were best possible on (-co, co). (Kolmogo-

rov's constants are written to the «th power because C%k is always rational.)

In the same way that (4) follows from (3), (5) implies that if A generates a

group of isometries then

(6) \Akx\n < Clk\x\n~k\Anx\k

for every x in the domain of A".

Since the constants in (4) and (6) are the same as the constants in the

classical function inequalities, these results improve the results of Hille [7] as

well as some of those of Gindler and Goldstein [5]. For example, the best

possible value for M32 of equation (4) is 24 (see Schoenberg [12, p. 152]),

whereas Gindler and Goldstein obtain 288; similarly, the best possible value

for M3, is 243/8 which can be compared to 1575/4 of Gindler and Goldstein.

Hille does not exhibit explicit values for his constants in the semigroup case

except for n = 2, k = 1, for which his method yields 8 instead of 4. As he

says, his is essentially an existence proof and does not give the best constants

in general. Hille does obtain the best constants in the group case for n = 2

and n = 3 but not for n = 4; in particular, for n = 4, k = 2, Hille obtains

16/9 whereas the Kolmogorov constant C%2 is 36/25. Some indication as to

why the cases n > 4 do not yield to Hille's method can be found in

Schoenberg [12] and Certain [2].

The best constants over the class of all linear contraction semigroups (or

groups) are thus established; however, questions of the best constants in

particular cases (for example, semigroups of L -spaces or, even more particu-

larly, the constants for a specified operator) remain. For results in this

direction as well as additional references to earlier work see Gindler and

Goldstein [5], Goldstein [6], Holbrook [8], and Trebels and Westphal [14].

Note. It has been brought to the attention of the authors that the basic idea

of Theorem I is contained in a remark of Z. Ditzian added in proof to [3] and

used by him in [4].
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2. Statement and proofs of theorems. Denote by A a real Banach space with

norm |-|. If/is a function from [0, oo) to A, then ||/|| denotes sup/er0(J/(f)|;

if/is a function from (-oo, oo) to A, ||/|| denotes sup^/^ ^J/f/)!-

The constants of Schoenberg and Cavaretta and those of Kolmogorov, as

described in the introduction, will be denoted by Mn k and Cn k, respectively,

n a positive integer, k = 1, ...,«- 1.

Theorem I. Suppose n is a positive integer. Iffis a function from [0, oo) to X

such that f has n continuous derivatives, and \\f\\ and \\f^n'\\ are finite, then

(7)     ii/(*>ir < Mnjf\rk\\f^t,   k -1,2.« -1.

Proof. Let / be a linear functional on A with \l\x, = 1. Then h(t)

= l(f(t)) is real valued and /i-times continuously differentiable with /r*^(f)

= /(/*>«)•

Inequality (3) implies

sup|/(/(*>(,))| < M Ysup|/(/(7))|Y Vsup|/(/W(/))|)
(g) t>o \t>o /     Wo /

< M^k\\f\rk\\f{n)i.

The second inequality follows since \l\x, = 1. Taking the sup over \l\x*

= 1 gives (7).

If T(t) is a strongly continuous contraction semigroup with generator A and

x £ ^(A"), then/(i) = T(t)x is «-times continuously differentiable and

\\f{k)\\ = sup|F(YM*x| = \Akx\.
oo

Consequently, we have the following theorem as a corollary to Theorem I.

Theorem II. // A is the generator of a strongly continuous contraction

semigroup and x is in the domain of A", some integer n > 2, then

I Ak   i"  ^   \i     i    \n—k\  .n   \k
\A x\   < Mnk\x\      \A X\

for integer k, 1 </:<«— 1.

The same approach gives the following results.

Theorem III. Suppose n is a positive integer. Iffis a function from (-co, oo)

to X such that f has n continuous derivatives and \\f\\ and ||/^"'|| are finite then

Wf(k)\\n<C"nJf\rk\\fM\\k,       k=l,2,...,n-l.

Theorem IV. If A is the generator of a strongly continuous group of isometries
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and x is in the domain of A", some integer n > 2, then

\Akx\" < Clk\x\n~k\Anx\k

for integer k,l<,k<,n-l.

3. Remarks. If B generates a group of isometries then B2 generates a

semigroup. Since the constants on the entire line are very much smaller than

those on the half-line, the converse is of interest:

For which semigroup generators A is it true that A1'2 generates a group of

isometries ?

Suppose A ' does generate a group of isometries. Then using n = 4 and

k = 2, Theorem IV yields

K^W < c4>iV/2)V,

x in the domain of A2. Now C%2 = 36/25 [5]; hence, one has

\Ax\   < § |x| \A x\;

however, M2, = 4 so without using that A '   generates a group one would
i       12 i    i i    2   i

have from Theorem II, \Ax\   < 4|x| \A x\.

A second question which does not seem to have been investigated at all is

whether the constants of Theorem II are improved if T is a holomorphic

semigroup.
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